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Jenny Luck 

John Rich 

Sample 

(Your own Planner & Essentials will have all the personal charts, but no personalized comments.) 

111 Days of your Personalized Calendar will be included for Planning your Success. 

Prepared March 18, 2023 

Please note that the documents and videos referenced here are meant to be an integral part. 

Additional documents and videos explaining the approaches presented here will appear over time. 

You will be informed on Telegram (please join), or you may check my website once in a while. 

Prices & Ordering Information for your own Personal 111 Success Planner & Chi Essentials. 

© Idea, realization, and all rights with A.W. Schoening. Private copies are allowed, but only unchanged, please. 

Feng Shui and Date Selection are always effective, but so complex and individual that liability for the consequences 

of individual measures must be excluded. If you are mindful of yourself and your environment, success will come. 

Your request for a personal consultation on Feng Shui for gardens, houses, apartments or business premises, 

as well as for Personal Horoscope and Date Selection, and also for coaching for colleagues, is always welcome. 

Feng Shui and Astrology can really help you move forward, especially when you are facing challenges. 

Andreas W. Schoening 

- Holistic approach to Feng Shui, Astrology and more – Trained by Asian Grandmasters - 

Consultations since 1996 – on site or online via Zoom, with interactive use of my own software Mystro. 

Mobile: +49 - 171 - 88 185 88 (incl. WhatsApp / Telegram); Mail: FengShui@gmx.com 

Web: http://FengShuiGuide.me/;  Channel on Telegram: https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/1 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/1
http://fengshuiguide.me/PDF/Success-Essentials_Terms.pdf
http://mystro.fengshui.software/EN/Info/Mystro_Flyer_EN.pdf
http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/1
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Content and Purpose 

You´re interested in this guide, so you´re interested in SUCCESS, right?  

So this manual will provide you with several 

tools to increase your chances of success. 

It will give you basic data, derived from cosmic 

energies and principles, along with conclusions 

specifically derived from your own personality and 

your own environment, and it will explain on how 

to use all those charts. You will be able to take 

action immediately and every day, for 111 days at 

least (and you can opt to extend). 

What´s the ingredients for success? 

Have a look at this picture: 

It´s some kind of success to capture a rainbow like this, 

right? 

How to do it? 

Be at the right place, be there at the right moment, look in 

the right direction, have the necessary tool ready, take the 

appropriate action. 

So what´s involved in success: 

Environment – Timing – Action. 

 

And: Be prepared. 

(And by the way: I did have a camera at hand to capture this 

rainbow, but I couldn´t capture it fully as the lens focal 

length was not wide enough – sad, as it was reaching from 

the earth on one side to the earth on the other side, which is 

quite rare to see. But I found a workaround even for that 

(and yes, no matter what, it´s always good to be creative), 

capturing this with a little video, which you may watch at 

my Facebook site: just click at the picture to follow the link, 

you don´t have to be registered at Facebook for that. Enjoy 

that it even was a double rainbow.) 

And even to be prepared, often it´s very important to know up front, WHEN you should have finalized 

your preparations, so again it requires Action based upon Timing. Your suitcase should be ready before 

you jump into a taxi to start off a long journey, right? 

So here´s what this manual will do for you: 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://www.facebook.com/100002349421962/videos/3974067096014899
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Timing: 

Use the power of Date Selection to choose the best 

timing available in a given time frame. 

Use the Personal Calendar in this manual to find your 

Personal Best Days for any specific task. 

Like this you can be prepared when good days, 

representing good opportunities for your success, come 

up. And then you can execute appropriate action at the 

right moment. 

Environment: 

Use the power of Feng Shui to choose the best space 

and direction available in your environment, for any 

kind of activity as well as for rest. 

Use your Personal Best Directions as given in this 

manual. 

Like this you get the best possible support from your 

environment for executing your activities. 

And even more: You can specifically energize your environment to send out energetic messages to the 

world to attract opportunities to materialize your success. 

Action: 

Well, that´s up to you. And it´s up to you to study this manual, learn the basics, then apply the 

recommendations. 

Please accept my apologies that this can not be a long essay introducing all the concepts of Astrology, 

Date Selection and Feng Shui. So, it will be to your advantage, if you do have some basic knowledge 

already. But even without it, you should be able to just take the advice given here, implement it, and 

benefit from it. And you might learn quite a bit in several ways, staying useful for you for a lifetime. 

I´ve taken ingredients from many trainings with various grandmasters, from personal experience and 

research, and from feedback from clients over many years, to blend it all into an integrated and easy-to-

use approach (see my background at the end). I´m using my own software to make it possible at a 

price, which is really cheap in view of the wealth of knowledge I´m passing on to you, the more so as 

it´s not just theoretical knowledge but really personalized and actionable. 

You may already have experienced for yourself, that  

- at certain places you sleep better than at others,  

- at certain places your work is much more effortless and efficient than at others,  

- at certain times you feel much better and can achieve much more than at others. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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So with the guidelines presented here, I´m going to help you in not leaving it to chance, but optimizing 

all this to your advantage. 

And just to mention before going on: The meaning of “successful” is up to you to define. Could be 

success in your work environment, could be success in financial terms, could be success in good 

relationships with family and friends, could be success in achieving and maintaining excellent health. 

Whatever it means, mostly it will require some activity of your own, so the information presented in 

the following can definitely help you in all of this. It´s based on your own personality, as it is mirrored 

by your date of birth, converted to recommendations, based on universal principles. 

You may wish to watch this video on the “Benefit from 

the Power of Date Selection by using the Leverage 

Effect to make your task easier”, just to even better 

understand what I´m talking about here. 

(Click either the link or the picture to open the link and 

watch the video.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZvWMpCwzy8 

So, with this “Success Planner & Essentials” you will get the 

basic ingredients for applying these tools, to help you 

achieve your desired results, and even more, in a most 

efficient way. 

Sure enough, there can be no guarantee. But you can significantly increase your chances for success. 

And also sure enough, the guidelines presented here can only give you some basics. Much more could 

be possible in a detailed analysis, and you´re welcome to ask for a “real” personal consultation. Please 

consider my offer “Me and My Space” to get started that way (see http://FengShuiGuide.me/). 

But then, basics is what´s most important. 

If you get the basics right, your own intuition will be strengthened and many details will just fall into 

place. 

Now then, one of the foundations for all the guidelines presented here, that´s your date of birth. 

Amongst many other things, your BaZi (the “Four Pillars” from Chinese Astrology) decides on your 

Personal “10 Essential Qualities”, which I will explain in more detail later. 

They help you understand your strengths and weaknesses, your blessings and challenges. 

You may use this information to become better aware of the structure of your personality, so you can 

make better use of your strengths, and to know better where you might wish to look for help by 

someone else.  

But above all you may apply this information in an easy way to better manage your time, to achieve 

more with less effort. That´s what the “Success Planner” is meant to do for you. You can plan ahead and 

do things WHEN they go easily.  

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZvWMpCwzy8
http://fengshuiguide.me/).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZvWMpCwzy8
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And you can do things WHERE they go easily. Choose the 

appropriate sector of your environment (home or business) 

and the appropriate alignment of your furniture (bed / desk 

/ etc.) to experience support from the space around you. Feel 

it and believe it. 

This is what Feng Shui can do for you. 

So I truly hope that you may use this Success Planner to 

coach yourself and be happy with numerous great 

results, combining BaZi and Feng Shui in a unique way. 

Should you have any questions or wish for more individualized help, please reach out to me one way or 

the other, and I´ll be happy to serve you. 

Just some final words to introduce the following pages: 

In this sample I want to show you what you will get when you order the product, the charts as well as 

the comments and guidelines for using those. There will also be links to external sources like videos to 

help you in understanding even better what you can do. More videos will become available over time. If 

technically feasible (I´m still doing some research on this), some videos may also get included in this 

document when published in ePub or Kindle format. Please stay with me at my Telegram channel to be 

among the first to know about it once available. And sure enough, as a valued customer, you will also 

get access to those videos on YouTube, even though they might not be available to the general public. 

For now and for this sample, one after another I´ll introduce a topic and say a few words about the 

background and the usage along with the single charts. When you receive your own personalized copy, 

all your charts will make up a first chapter, and comments will follow as a second chapter. 

Also here, I´ll sometimes switch the charts between the two options you have at present for ordering, 

either the Emerald or the Diamond Edition. If some chart is yours for the Diamond Edition only, you´ll 

find a note there – all the others you´ll get with the Emerald Edition also. 

Then just to be clear: In the following I´m talking about two persons, because the tools for analysis 

presented here can be great for a couple. So, if you order for a couple (at the reduced price), you decide 

on either Emerald or Diamond, and this will then apply to both persons (so no switch as in this 

sample). 

OK then, I hope you will enjoy reading the sample, and then enjoy applying this to your own advantage. 

Let´s get started with the basic ingredients for all the following, the “Four Pillars of Destiny”, your basic 

chart in Chinese Astrology (BaZi), based on your date and location of birth. 

Let´s consider our first example (Jenny´s partner John will follow later): 

 

original time of b irth

time of b irth as used for 

analysis

30.08.1986 13:39

30.08.1986

30.08.1986 15:30

Jenny Luck

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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When ordering this manual, you can opt to have me take the hour you quote as it is, or to adjust it to 

local time, provided I get the basic data for this, like mentioned here:  

Official Time of Birth:  

30.08.1986, 15:30, Paris, France 

(one hour daylight savings time) 

Please see https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/25 about my personal view on 

the importance of adjustment to “Local Time”. 

And yes, I´m aware that some of the great masters have a different 

opinion here (not all, luckily enough), but I have two reasons to stick to 

my own point of view. 

- Adjustment to local time feels much more appropriate scientifically. 

- More important: Over and over again, I could feel the switch from the energy of one double-hour to 

the next one almost down to the minute, based on the local time of my then current location. Sure, the 

change of energy has to be a bit radical, but that happens, and it´s also dependent on one’s own energy 

pattern. So please let me encourage you to watch out for this when playing around with my 

recommendations in this manual. You´ll get a list of your local time for every two hours of a day at your 

own location later, and it´s included in your product, if you provide the location and buy the Diamond 

Edition. 

But well, if you´d like to do it otherwise, or if you just don´t know the hour of your birth or the exact 

location, then just do not specify anything here for my calculations. Without the hour, or with a wrong 

hour, the figures for the strength of your “Essential Qualities” (see below) will not be correct, but the 

30.08.1986 13:39

energetic hour of birth energetic year of birth

13:39 1986

Hour Day Month Year

乙 丙 丙 丙

wood FIRE FIRE FIRE

Goat Horse Monkey Tiger

未 午 申 寅

7 4 8 2

6 3 4 4

Jenny Luck

30.08.1986

energetic day of birth

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/25
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“Blessings” (see below) will be valid nonetheless, as none of those rely on the hour. So you can still 

make good use of the Calendar as Planner. 

(OK, one small but important exception: The hour from 11 pm till midnight usually is said to belong to 

the next day, so if this could be the case for you and you specify nothing, then the true hour would 

change the day, and in worst case even month and year – therefore in the chart it says “energetic day” - 

and also “energetic year” as in general the year for BaZi does NOT change on January 1st. So this 

exception can turn the reading of a BaZi upside down – and yes, it happens in real life.)  

For some generic ideas on how to use this, especially the not so well-known digits below the common 

pillars (based on Xuan Kong Da Gua and analysis by hexagrams), please see: 

http://fengshuiguide.me/PDF/Easy-Interpretations-BaZi.pdf 

I trust you will find the analysis given there for Trump and the Sussex family quite fascinating, and you 

will be learning quite a bit for yourself. 

And you should have a look, so you better understand the “10” coming up in the calendar later on. 

Just one little appetizer for you: 

Should you come across a chart with digit no. “1” in the bottom line of one or even more pillars, like you 

see here  for Donald Trump, then in general this person might be quite 

powerful. The “1” indicates that the pillar represents one of the 8 “leaders” amongst the hexagrams in 

the I Ching (they can be divided into 8 families, and each one has a leader, where upper and lower 

trigram are the same). So you might be interested to check this for family, work colleagues and friends. 

And when we look at the calendar later on, you will recognize these digits again, and the interesting 

column here is the so-called “Fate”. So if you see the “1” there, you know it´s going to be a powerful day, 

notwithstanding other specifics. 

Well then, here you can get similar charts for free, exactly like the one presented here, for any person of 

your interest: 

http://easy.fengshui.software/EN/ 

And there, you can also rename elements and animal signs to your liking and in your own language. 

Now back to our main topic here. The purpose for this manual is not to analyse any chart as such, but 

to focus on the strength and blessings of the “10 Essential Qualities”, as this helps a lot in successful 

Date Selection. 

Here´s a short introduction to these “Essential Qualities”, as I like to call them. 
In textbooks you will find various different names for those, but for example, what really could some 
name like “Hurting Officer” tell you? 

On the next pages you will find more details to each of these qualities, and that will help greatly in 
understanding yourself, and in making good use of the calendar. 

 

8 1 9 6

2 2 1 1

http://fengshuiguide.me/
http://fengshuiguide.me/PDF/Easy-Interpretations-BaZi.pdf
http://easy.fengshui.software/EN/
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The 10 Essential Qualities 

 

As you can see at first glance, they are based on the 5 elements and their relationship of generating 

each other, from top to bottom and back to top. 

The middle row here, and there on the left side, always holds the so-called “Self-Element” of the person, 
which is the “Stem” of the day of birth, highlighted in color in the chart of the Four Pillars (see there). 

So, for example, the Self (the person himself/herself) is supported by the “Resources” and generates 
“Output”.  

There are two options for both: 

The person can “study” and gain knowledge as a resource. 
The person can be blessed by “intuition”. 

The person can work out of herself/himself and privately produce some output, out of “creativity”. 
The person can “perform” on stage (any kind of promotion) to show off his/her talents/products to 
others. 

As we can see, the qualities on the left side of the graphic always “belong” to the person himself/herself. 
The qualities on the right side of the graphic always talk about interaction with the world outside. 

So in the center, it´s about “connections” of the Self, which can either be friendly on the same level, 
therefore useable for “Networking”. Or it can mean connecting with the opposite quality in the same 
element, and then the question arises of who will take leadership (might be competitors, might be 
siblings). If your quote here is zero, chances are that you will have to follow someone else; if your quote 
is high, chances are that others will follow you (ok, don´t forget about the other qualities necessary for 
that).  

 

Discipline - water Bravery + WATER

Studies - wood Intuition + WOOD

Networking + FIRE Leadership - fire

Creativity + EARTH Performance - earth

Responsibility - metal Opportunities + METAL

Output

Wealth

Resources

Connections

Jenny Luck

Influence

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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What about “Influence”? If you´re “brave” enough to live up to challenges, again 
chances are that you can influence others to follow you. 

If you can “influence” yourself, it´s another word for being able to “discipline” 
yourself. 

Last not least “Wealth”. You can generate it by just recognizing good 
“opportunities” in the outside world and making perfect use of those. Or you can 
accumulate wealth by taking full “responsibility” of everything you yourself do, 
from great performance at a job to not spending more than you earn etc. 

What about “Zero in Wealth”? You may tend to not care much about these things, 
but you may still get rich. How come? Wealth is the “child” of your output, so if 
you generate some great output, wealth may come whether you care about it or 
not (ok, it´s possible but not guaranteed: some artists are rich, many are great but 
poor). 

Well then, did you get the idea of these qualities? 

For real life, all the qualities work together, so there´s much more to this than just counting individual 
occurrences in a chart (and please also remember: each quality may appear in some kind of “hidden” 
form, not displayed in the graphic here, and some element may be strengthened drastically by a 
“combination”, and so on and on). But that´s too much for these Essentials. As I see it, even with just 
the basic information provided here, it´s great to use for planning your daily important activities. 

At the next page, the numbers in the center give an estimate on how strong your personality is with 

that category. It also includes information on Hidden Stems and more, which gives a better estimate on 

how strong the element is overall than just counting the signs in the chart. However, quite a few 

indicators (like possible combinations, support of Stem from Branch, etc.) are not included as there can 

be very special situations, so it´s not feasible to try and cover that in this rough estimate.  

The numbers given represent the (rounded) percentage which the element holds from a total 100. So 

it´s easy to see at one glance where supposedly you´re real strong, and where it might be appropriate to 

make some investment in getting stronger, or in fact ask for external help to support you. 

Please also note that these Essentials can be very useful, but some special constellation in a BaZi may 

turn out to be even more powerful. Please see https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/51 on why timing and 

BaZi played a very important role in the election of John McCarthy as Speaker of the House in the US in 

2023. 

And, most important, the basic ingredients for each quality (elements and animals in a chart), can be 

assigned special “Blessings” (see following page; I will use this term also for qualities like “Attraction”, 

“Authority” and so on) – so you can look out for those in any date.  

In fact, in my experience, the Blessings in each element/sign can be far more important for you than 

whether some master may call an element “Favorable” for you or not. Whether it´s “favorable” or not, 

whether you “long for it” or not, that´s purely based on the strength of your “Daymaster” (stem of the 

day), and this can be a good indicator of whether you will like a certain sign or not, but without the 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/51
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blessings assigned to it, it doesn´t help that much in real life (and if you ask several masters, they may 

vary greatly on which element to favor or not, and also yin/Yang will mostly be excluded, whereas it´s 

one of the main factors in everyday life). 

Another big advantage of this type of analysis is, that you can extend it´s usage from time to space. 

I´ll show you later, what you can achieve with this for the Feng Shui of your environment. 

So here are the Essential Qualities in more detail now:  

 

Highlighted in blue is, what you openly have in your own chart. Elements can also occur in “hidden” 

form, but that´s beyond the scope of these Essentials. 

Discipline - water 3 Bravery + WATER

- water Rat  + WATER Pig  

  官 Challenge  

  Angel Blesssings  

    

    

    

Studies - wood 21 Intuition + WOOD

- wood Rabbit  + WOOD Tiger  

Attraction  父   

    

    

    

    

Networking + FIRE 51 Leadership - fire

+ FIRE Snake  - fire Horse  

  兄 Authority  

Cleverness  Power  

Heavenly Money    

Leadership    

    

Creativity + EARTH 15 Performance - earth

+ EARTH Dragon Dog - earth Ox Goat

 Uniqueness 子  Calamity

    

    

    

    

Responsibility - metal 10 Opportunities + METAL

- metal Rooster  + METAL Monkey  

Angel Blesssings  才 Scholarship  

  Racehorse  

    

    

    

      

Heavenly Blessings    Moon Blessings

   

      

   

Output

Wealth

Resources

Jenny Luck

Influence

Connections

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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Choosing a promising date  

Main purpose here is, that in connection with the calendar you may check when you have a chance to 

get what you want or need. For example you may check, which sign gives you “Bravery”, which one 

gives you “Angel Blessings” (or any other of the mentioned qualities), then check on the days when you 

might benefit from this quality (or be careful, if you´ll meet with “Calamity” for example). It never 

means that it HAS TO HAPPEN, but chances are that it does, just like in a weather forecast. So it´s 

good to be prepared, especially if a great quality personally meets with a great quality in the day itself.  

Please note that the numbers give an indication which qualities might be your strengths, and where 
you might wish to ask for help from friends or professionals, if important for your life. But then it´s no 
more than a first guess: many more factors in the horoscope will have an influence. So, for example 
there can be very rich persons without any elements of “wealth”.  

Once again, the purpose here is to motivate you to look out for 
any quality you might wish to strengthen (overall, or at a certain 
period in time, or for a dedicated project), and then watch out for 
days and hours which can bring you the desired energy and 
support you.  

For example, if Jenny needs more discipline for a specific task 
(like preparing taxes for example), why not do it on a day with 
either “yin Water” in the Stem or the “Rat” in the Branch? If, for 
some reason, she has to perform on stage (might be doing a 
presentation at work, might be launching a new website for her 
own business), why not do it on a day with “yin Earth” as Stem or 
“Ox” as Branch, but rather not on a day of “Goat”, as that also 
brings her the risk of “Calamity”. If she´s looking for investment 
opportunities, let´s choose the “Monkey”. And with the “Race 
Horse” present there, which likes to travel far, look for 
opportunities abroad. Got it?  

Just some more notes for this introduction: 

When looking for the appropriate time, to get the desired quality, 
you might not only choose the day but also the hour (see the 
assignment of the hours to the animal signs later, as well as some 
notes on local time).  

And also, “hidden” in any pillar are the qualities which come with its hexagram. Please watch this 
video on Date Selection using Hexagrams and Essential Qualities (called Fairies there) for an 
introduction https://youtu.be/Z-OoPUcGdD4?t=115 (entry point skipping some technical stuff, as it was 
primarily done to show some interactive features of my software).  
You may click on the link or the picture. 

The video explains in detail, which of two “Success-Days” will be more suited to which kind of activity. I 
hope you will grasp the main idea, which you can use now with your Personal Planner and Personal Chi 
Essentials to really get the tailwind of the cosmos for your endeavors. 

 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://youtu.be/Z-OoPUcGdD4?t=115%20
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Therefore, if you have the “Diamond Edition” of this manual, then you can choose two of the Essential 
Qualities to be displayed in your personal calendar, along with two elements in Stems and Branches to 
be highlighted. If you have the “Emerald Edition”, then just use all the other great information 
provided. 

Now, for the Planner for Jenny, let´s assume her current Location is Barcelona. 
You may specify this location, provided you´ve ordered the Diamond Edition. 
Otherwise London or Central European Time will be taken (see later for John), so you get these 111 days 
in any case, just more personalized for the Diamond Edition. 

The location is used to provide the timing for the phases of the moon, and for the start of a new month 
according to the Chinese Solar Calendar. 

2022 9 - 7 1 1 + WATER Tiger 13 5 in Center

2023 8 10 7 2 1 - water Rabbit 54 5 in NW

Dec.2022 8 10 1 1 1 + WATER Rat 51 5 in S

Jan.2023 6 - 8 2 2 - water Ox 22 5 in N

Feb.2023 7 - 9 2 2 + WOOD Tiger 63 5 in SW

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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Please note that around the world the day for any of these changes may be one forward or one 

backward. As the quality of the day is based on the month, then around the day of change, this quality 

may also be different for different areas of the world. Please see my comment on Telegram for a special 

situation, and why it was important there: https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/65. 

This is just a short sample here. 

You will get a calendar similar to this one for 111 days, from the day of delivery to you onward. 

And you will get it as a separate PDF, so you´re free to decide whether to print this as you see it now or 

in landscape format, so you have some space on the right for your own annotations on paper. 

Talking about choosing a date, please also have a look at the qualities of the day as such, hopefully self-
explaining for now. You will not want to open a shop on a day to “terminate” something, right? But you 
might terminate a toxic relationship on such a day. So there´s something good in any of those qualities, 
just be aware to adjust what you want to achieve to what suits the energy of the day, then you´ll get the 
best possible results. 

Nonetheless, please be aware that there´s a lot more qualities which might be assigned to each and 
every day, in fact dozens of them. What I give you here, that´s what in my experience is the most 
valuable information, suited to any kind of purpose. Looking into more specific details doesn´t make 
sense for this manual, but could be game changing for specific endeavors (like an operation in the 
hospital, for example). 

Also, as you know, mostly life needs compromises, it doesn´t all just fit together. So if the task at hand 
really is important for you (like launching a business or getting married), please consider a professional 
consultation for selecting the best possible date, given your specific options and requirements. Sure 
enough, I´ll be happy to serve you – please specify your needs and ask for an explicit offer.  

Now then, let´s have a look at the column with “Special Energies”, and what 
you may do with those, using the time frame from the Example again. 

There are days which have an overall quality of “Abundance”.  

Whatever you think or do then, try to be in a state of Abundance (well, 
that´s good in any case, but these days facilitate and strengthen this 
attitude). It may be Abundance to give, but also Abundance to receive. How 
the days connect with you personally, which of your personal Four Pillars 
interacts with the day and how, that might explain whether it´s more on a 
relationship or more on a business or wealth plane. For now, just be 
receptive and try it. 

More specific: 

The days in December 2022 feature Abundance when it comes to 
“Terminate” something. So to get abundance in the future, it may be good 
timing to terminate something (job, relationship, domicile, etc.) on these 
days, which blocks the future. In other months the topic will be different, 
but I trust it´s easy to grasp for you now. 

Then we have “Problem solving” days: 
According to the other quality in the day, it may mean getting solutions in starting long term 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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commitments which you “Launch” on that day, on other days it may mean getting solutions in 
negotiating something, and so on. 

Last not least you´ll find overall “Success” days, and the video quoted above shows you, what this may 
mean in detail, and how to make the best choice according to your needs at that time in your life. 

And finally: You´re not alone in this world. So if there´s qualities which you´re short of yourself, why 
not add those to your life by asking for help from someone else, both in private and in business life. For 
example, your private partner might be better in “discipline”, so rely on him or her to better organize 
your life (in this example, John could help Jenny as he´s got a lot of that quality for himself). Or your 
business partner is better in “Performance”, so leave the presentations (or preparing marketing 
materials) to her or him – or hire someone to do it for you. 

And there´s yet another level to this: John has the “Pig” in his chart, which means “Angel Blessings” for 
Jenny. Great choice for a partner, right? That´s why her name is “Luck”. On the other hand, see how 
much “Fire” Jenny has in her chart, which is “Wealth” for John, so his name is “Rich”. More on this later. 

So, I truly hope you will find all this information very useful for your life, but will also have some fun in 
checking and applying it. And if then there´s a great story to tell, please let me know. 

The basic idea once again: Plan ahead for the best timing for your success, based on the quality 

of time vs your own Chi. 

And if you find out that this really helps you in all your endeavors, please ask for the next 111 

days before the current ones expire.  

Two further remarks before going on. 

What´s the meaning of “10” sometimes appearing in the column between “Star” and “Fate”? 

“Star” and “Fate”, that´s the two digits from Xuan Kong, which you may recognize from the Four Pillars. 

Now, if a date combines with the person to “10” in the Star, that date is considered to be very auspicious 

for the person, so all those days are explicitly mentioned in your personal calendar. You may observe, 

for example, that all the year of the “water Rabbit” should be good for Jenny. 

Having said that, my personal experience so far has been, that it´s nice as an information on the side, 

but other factors play a more important role in Date Selection. This changes however, when it comes to 

placing furniture and aligning it to a direction, which combines to “10” (you may watch the video on 

this quoted later) – there it can make a huge difference. 

And let´s have a first glance at Feng Shui here:  
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The so-called “Monthly Flying Stars” change every month. I cannot go into 

detail here, but the most important information for a month will be the position 

of No. “5”. So you´ll find that in the calendar shortly after the month has 

changed (which you recognize by its new pillar, given on the day the month 

begins).  

You´ll also find the information at the overview for the months touched by the 

calendar, so you have it at one glance. Also at present, sometimes it happens 

that the graphical information within the calendar gets lost when transferring 

from Excel to Word or PDF – and so far I have no idea on why it happens and 

what I might do against it. So please excuse, if this should be the case for your 

personal product, and please rely on the additional information as supplied 

here. 

When the “5” resides in a sector, you should try to avoid major activities there as 

much as you can, and above all you should avoid to have “water” in that sector: 

put away any fountain etc. which otherwise might be auspicious in that area. 

Now, you may not only want to choose the day but also the hour according to 

these principles. 

Then you need to know the timing for the hours according to your location. 

Here they are for Barcelona, and you´ll see why I chose this city for the sample here.  

Please just forget about the columns to the right, should there never be DST at your location. 

Let´s assume that Jenny wants to benefit from the great qualities of the Snake for herself, and that she 

wants to do that in summer (not included in this excerpt from the calendar, but the hourly qualities 

stay the same over time), then the timing should be in between 10:51 and 12:51, even though the 

standard time frame for the Snake is 09:00 till 11:00. So the two versions overlap for just 9 minutes here. 

(The reason for this is, apart fromDST, that Barcelona is in the same Time Zone as Goerlitz in Germany, 

which is the center of the zone, so the sun is at its midday peak at 12:00 in Goerlitz, but arrives at its 

peak almost an hour later in Barcelona. Please find some more information and a variety of examples 

around the world here: https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/25) 

 

If you´ve just got the Emerald Edition, well you´ll have to do this adjustment yourself, or just forget 

about it. 

Rat 23:00 - 01:00 23:51 - 01:51 00:51 - 02:51

Ox 01:00 - 03:00 01:51 - 03:51 02:51 - 04:51

Tiger 03:00 - 05:00 03:51 - 05:51 04:51 - 06:51

Rabbit 05:00 - 07:00 05:51 - 07:51 06:51 - 08:51

Dragon 07:00 - 09:00 07:51 - 09:51 08:51 - 10:51

Snake 09:00 - 11:00 09:51 - 11:51 10:51 - 12:51

Horse 11:00 - 13:00 11:51 - 13:51 12:51 - 14:51

Goat 13:00 - 15:00 13:51 - 15:51 14:51 - 16:51

Monkey 15:00 - 17:00 15:51 - 17:51 16:51 - 18:51

Rooster 17:00 - 19:00 17:51 - 19:51 18:51 - 20:51

Dog 19:00 - 21:00 19:51 - 21:51 20:51 - 22:51

Pig 21:00 - 23:00 21:51 - 23:51 22:51 - 00:51

Barcelona

WITHOUT

Summertime / DST

Barcelona

When DST in effect

Standard

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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But if you´re sensitive enough, you may just feel when the quality of the hour is changing (yes, it´s 

possible, especially when the change is quite drastic and/or you react to some special constellation re 

your own chart – and if you´ve got the appropriate minute once, you´ve got it for all the hours).  

When ordering your Diamond Edition of your Personal 111 Success 

Planner & Chi Essentials, you may choose up to two of the Essential 

Qualities displayed in the other page (Influence / Resources / etc.), so 

they will be shown in their strength in the hexagram of the day (see the 

video above please). Zero / One or Two are the only possibilities – more 

than “ 2 “ is not possible. 

You may also choose up to two of the five elements to be highlighted in 

Stems (Elements) and Branches (Animals) of the days. 

This way you can easily check where you get what you need, or where 

you cannot avoid to get what you do NOT want, due to other 

circumstances.  

If you have no idea on what to specify when ordering (you might know 

from your personal experience in life however), you may do so after 

having received the document with your Qualities and the other 

information. The Calendar will be delivered as a separate document 

anyhow (time-delayed for Diamond), so you may easily print it in 

landscape format. You may also print the pages, and add special 

interests yourself. 

Please note that “balancing” what you don´t have in your own 

horoscope (like “Water” here) can be a good idea. However, it could also be beneficial to strengthen 

even more your own strengths (like “Fire” here). It all depends on (a) the overall constellation in your 

horoscope, and (b) the actual situation in your life. 

Just a note to reflect upon: Why would a person with “extraordinary” capabilities want to “balance” 

those in order to live an “ordinary” life? 

Sure I´ll also be happy to assist you with a deeper look at your personal horoscope (BaZi), and it will be 

part of my offer “Me and My Space” (see http://FengShuiGuide.me/). 

Talking about specifying your order: 

There will be even more on this for the Feng Shui part coming next. All in all, you might opt for the 

Emerald Edition and provide just basic data, easy enough for you, and still yielding great help for your 

life. But if you want to get the full power of the Diamond Edition, please make sure you read this 

manual carefully and provide necessary data in such a way that no further inquiry will be necessary – 

otherwise I´d be happy to serve you, but would have to charge for this additional effort. 

When confirming your order, you will receive a form though to enter your data, so at least you will not 

forget anything, and not in the least this manual is meant to explain all techniques needed. 

Let´s go on to your space and Feng Shui now. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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Auspicious directions for  

Identity / Health / Vitality & Wealth  

Jenny Luck 

For your own Personal Planner, sure you will get the full rosette with all details. I just don´t want to 

give it all away for free here, so some area is shaded a bit, but you should get the idea. 

In general, in my design, all sectors with colors red/yellow/purple are the ones 

auspicious for the person (see also below). 

Now for Jenny, being a member of the “East-Group”, also green is auspicious 

for her. 

Let´s have a short introduction to this system here: 

For each year of birth, and depending on the gender of the person, there is an 

allocation to the so-called East group or West group. Depending on the group, 

there are four favourable and four challenging directions  

The favourable directions of the East group are: East - Southeast - North - 

South. So these include the cardinal points that are associated with the 

elements Wood / Water / Fire in Chinese terms. 

If an auspicious direction of this group has no special meaning for the person 

at hand, it´s color will be “green”.  

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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The favourable directions of the West group are: West - Southwest - Northwest - Northeast. So these 

include the cardinal points that are associated with the elements Metal and Earth. 

If an auspicious direction of this group has no special meaning for the person at hand, it´s color will be 

“gray-brown”. 

So this applies to the eight “broad” directions. Luckily enough, there is a more detailed subdivision, 

with the eight cardinal directions each subdivided into three sectors (the so-called “24 Mountains” of 

Feng Shui in total), which in turn are assigned to either the East or the West group. It is ideal, of 

course, if you can use a direction in which “rough” and “fine” classification match. But even if only one 

criterion is met, you should be able to perceive a positive aspect. Like this, for couples there are many 

“mixed” constellations that they can use. Please see the proposed solution for Jenny and John later. 

Now, there are three special qualities which I´d like to highlight here, because it´s worthwhile to try 

and maximize the benefit they can bring you. You can recognize those by their colors: 

Health  Vitality/Wealth  Identity  

Sadly enough, often the sector for “Identity” is underestimated. 

This sector directly corresponds to your full personality, and it´s always 

worthwhile to check that this sector is “in order” for your environment and 

supports you. If not, then it might be more difficult for you to keep up positive 

self-esteem. So especially if you have to decide on a new location for your home 

or business, pay special attention to this sector, and be cautious if it happens to 

be “missing” from a full rectangle. 

Now then, there´s two intended applications for this: 

First, you may use the 8 directions and 24 mountains for their quality according 

to this system. 

The colors tell you, which sectors/directions are your best choice. 

You may wish to choose those for placing and positioning bed / desk / other 

important furniture. 

Please also have a look at this video. It was primarily done 

to explain about my software, but comes in very handy 

here also:  

 

https://youtu.be/yBW-34X7USc?t=328 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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Please note that this system of East- vs West-Group 

is a useful but still a very rough approach. 

“Good directions” can be personalized down to the 

exact degree. Please have a look here:  

https://youtu.be/eVzTo6DCP7A?t=69 (well, quite 

long and technical, but fascinating). 

It also needs mentioning, that this approach so far 

is based on your personal energy only. 

Any environment has energy on its own, in total as 

well as in certain areas. 

So this energy can be much stronger than your 

personal one, and you have to consider it above all 

else. 

But that´s beyond the scope of this guide, meant to 

give you the best options for you personally. 

If you´d like to know more about the energy of 

your environment as such (from the meaning of the 

structure of your space to Flying Stars and more), 

please consider a dedicated consultation and my offer “Me and My Space” to get started that way (see 

http://FengShuiGuide.me/). 

Why are Flying Stars for the property not included here? 

This topic is just too complicated and can take up a lot of time to do it right. 

There´s a lot of differing opinions around with various masters, so as to make it 

seemingly easy, if you follow just one guideline: how to choose the “correct” 

direction (facing or site, single apartment or full building), how to choose the 

“correct” period (date of construction or moving in, periods of same or varying 

lengths), which way to fly the stars etc. I´ve always retained an open mind on all 

these options, in my consultations checking results against experience of 

residents over time. If the property has been inhabited by the same person(s) for 

some time, their experience overall and in single rooms should match the 

predictions from the Flying Stars, right? Conclusion: The stars can provide 

enormous insight and help, if, BIG “IF”, if one gets it right, but that can be 

extremely tricky. For me, facing and site do not have to be opposite, mountain 

and water star do not have to have the same period, and then magnetic North 

could have been quite different from now for the time deciding the stars (the 

North Pole is moving over time, and it can be as much as 15 degrees over 100 

years, see below, so this really has an enormous influence). 

So, to decide on the Flying Stars in a consultation, I need to look at pictures, do various calculations, 

and talk to clients. It´s definitely beyond the scope of a standardized package like this one. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://youtu.be/eVzTo6DCP7A?t=69
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But still, there´s Yearly and Monthly Flying Stars, and at least you should avoid the “bad guy No. 5” as 

good as you can, irrespective of the native stars of the property. Therefore, you find those sectors in 

your Personal Success Planner (see there). 

Second, you may check the potential “Blessings” of the mountains according to 

your Essential Qualities.  

On one hand, this may provide additional help, if you can choose from various 

good sectors/directions according to East-West, as it adds another layer of 

qualities. 

For example, even though the sector of “Goat” is considered as “healthy” for Jenny 

here, it also holds some chance of “Calamity”, so better choose one of the other 

sectors for the bed. 

On the other hand, you may just “activate” a good sector for getting the 

associated blessings. 

For example, put some flowers in the sector for “Attraction” – or some special 

object for getting closer to a special person.  

Or do some meditation on a special quality in the appropriate sector.  

For example, for Jenny here, mediating on “Authority” and “Leadership” in the 

South (sector of the “Horse”) could help her strengthening these character traits. 

And yes, now Jenny could opt for even better results by making perfect use of her Personal Planner as 

well, choosing a day (or maybe just the hour) of the “Horse” for doing this meditation. 

Can you see the beauty of putting it all together? 

Well well, it may seem a little bit tricky now, but that´s the true benefit of it:  

You can play around with many options to find the best possible solution – and “best” may change over 

time, and you can still apply this methodology. 

So how to do it technically? 

First, find a room with good personal energy. 

Take a floorplan of your full house or apartment, find the center (see below), also find out about the 

direction of Magnetic North (see below), overlay floorplan with the graphic above, turning it around so 

that the blue arrow fits North.  

Now you can see, which areas of your environment are most auspicious for you personally.  

If no other criteria objects, choose those areas/rooms with good energy for your most important 

activities, or where you will spend most of your time – and yes, “sleep” is a very important “activity” for 

your health. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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You can see the center, and neither Staircase nor Balcony have been included for the calculation here.  

All sectors with colors red/yellow/green/purple are the ones auspicious for Jenny. 

So in this case, Room 1 would clearly be the best for her bed, the more so as “yellow” indicates “Health”. 

For details of Room 1, please refer to John later here, as I explain on how to find a position which suits 

both of this couple. 

If you don´t have a floorplan and don´t know how to draw it, please don´t panic: you´re not alone in 

that. Just skip the step above, decide on the rooms by other criteria, and proceed with the next step, 

which should be fairly simple. But you´ll still need the direction of North (see below). 

Second, find an auspicious place for the most important piece of furniture, bed / desk / lounge chair 

etc., in that room. 

If you´re happy with what you got from step 1, fine. Otherwise, repeat the method of step 1, but now for 

the single room.  

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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Third, find an auspicious alignment for that piece of furniture.  

Most people will stay with aligning major pieces of furniture parallel or at a 

right angle to a wall. But that might not be the best choice. And in fact, 

even without further looking at any theory, by just playing around with this 

and trusting your own experience, you may find out that turning furniture 

by just a few degrees can have a drastic effect on how you feel there. And 

yes, even though you will change your personal direction while sleeping, 

alignment of the bed as such has an important effect on your sleep, and in 

this also on your health. 

And even more: The alignment of your bed can have a significant effect on 

your sex life in general, and on your ability to conceive a child in particular. 

To influence this from a theoretical standpoint, I´d use Hexagram Feng 

Shui, which is beyond the scope of this manual, but please see the video 

mentioned earlier (https://youtu.be/eVzTo6DCP7A?t=69), and please 

contact me, should this be a topic of special concern for you. 

So, if you´re very sensitive, you may just play around and follow your own 

perception till you´re happy - and after all I always do recommend that you 

take good care of what you perceive yourself, because no guidelines and no 

theory can include all possibilities. But still you may wish to have a “best 

guess” to get started, and that´s what this guide can do for you. 

So now, place the graphic where the piece of furniture should roughly be, then turn the bed/desk 

around, so that you have a favorable direction in front of you for doing your work, or that you have it 

at your back (your head) for your bed. Please note the important difference here. 

And please see my comments for John on how to do it for a couple. 

So, how to find the center?  

First, for this do away with all “open” additions like terrasse 

and balcony. Do include a garage, if it has an internal door to 

the house.  

If you end up with a rectangular space, then just draw lines 

between opposing corners, and the center is where they 

meet. 

If the space is not rectangular, but not that far away from it, 

just use the same method as we need not be exact to the point here. 

If the space is far away from being rectangular, there´s differing opinions on what to do. Personally, I 

prefer to find the “center of gravity”, which requires some handiwork technically, and then maybe some 

adjustment due to special circumstances. 

If it´s a house with multiple storeys, do it for each floor separately. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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So, if you´ve got the “Emerald Edition” of this manual, then hopefully the guidelines above will be good 

enough for you to proceed. 

If you´ve got the “Diamond Edition”, then I will do it for you (find the center and superimpose the 

directions), for either one floor and one room, or for just one or two rooms. If you choose “two rooms”, 

you don´t need a full floorplan, just the measurements of the single rooms, so it´s easier for you to 

prepare. And it might make more sense, if for other reasons the choice of what to do with the rooms is 

not an option here, but you may want to optimize a bedroom as well as the room for your home office. 

Please provide an appropriate JPG or PDF with your order. 

So here´s what ideally you´d prepare for me. 

You can either draw the arrow for North somewhere, or note the degrees on any of the sides of the 

plan. 

Now, how to find the direction of North at your place?  

Well, you might just take your phone, open an App, and think “that´s it”. Most likely it´s not. 

Or you find your house on Google Maps (or similar), take a screenshot and think that North is at the 

top now. Definitely it´s not what you want. 

First, you need to know that there´s a difference between 

“True North” and “Magnetic North”. The Magnetic Pole 

wanders around and does NOT coincide with the true North 

Pole of the earth. (see 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Pole and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_magnetic_pole 

Now, unfortunately enough for us, Feng Shui relies on the magnetic field, as this is what mostly 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_magnetic_pole
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influences nature, including us humans, whereas most technical applications nowadays rely on True 

North, from GPS to orientation of online maps. So, you cannot just take a map from the Internet to 

decide North for your Feng Shui. 

For the App on your phone, you have to check, whether it gives you True or Magnetic North, or 

whether you can choose. If it gives you Magnetic North, most likely it will be even worse in that than 

any traditional magnetic compass. Just hold your phone in hand and move around to see what happens 

to the needle. Same with a traditional magnetic compass. There´s just too much metal and 

electromagnetic disturbances in our world today to allow for a stable magnetic reading. 

If the App gives you True North, please check whether it´s really calculated directly from your position 

(GPS or other), then it´s fine, or whether the app takes the magnetic sensor and then applies the 

declination calculated similar to the website I show you below, then it´s no use for us at all. 

So what to do? 

If you´re taking magnetic measurement, you may take several ones and then decide on what seems 

likely to be the best guess for the overall situation of your space, to be applied for the orientation of the 

graphic for the full flour etc. If you want to align specific furniture, you should take measurements just 

there, but still foot and head side of a bed might be different. Nonetheless it can give you a splendid 

first guess, to be refined by your own gut feeling. 

Alternatively you may use True North and look up, how much this deviates from Magnetic North at 

your place (called declination). There´s a great website for this: 

https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/calculators/magcalc.shtml#declination 

You need Latitude and Longitude, but you can get this from 

Google Maps or maybe from your phone. 

For example, for “10 Downing Street in London”, Google will 

give you “@51.5033966,-0.1278412” – just examine the URL to 

find this information (see below). 

Now from that website at NOAA you have the red arrow 

pointing to the Magnetic North here. 

Just do the same for your own property, and you´re done. 

Or even better for you:  

If you´ve got the “Diamond Edition” of this manual, then I may 

do it for you, provided you give me the address and a 

screenshot of Google Maps, where you clearly mark your own 

building and the orientation of your floorplan within that 

building. 

 

(https://www.google.com/maps/place/10+Downing+St,+London+SW1A+2AB,+Vereinigtes+K%C3%B6ni

greich/@51.5032296,-

0.1279042,19.67z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604c56f3b61c7:0x9c97d4222fab0eb7!8m2!3d51.5033998!4d-

0.1277265!16s%2Fg%2F11cnd7zd0l) 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/calculators/magcalc.shtml#declination
https://www.google.com/maps/place/10+Downing+St,+London+SW1A+2AB,+Vereinigtes+K%C3%B6nigreich/@51.5032296,-0.1279042,19.67z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604c56f3b61c7:0x9c97d4222fab0eb7!8m2!3d51.5033998!4d-0.1277265!16s%2Fg%2F11cnd7zd0l
https://www.google.com/maps/place/10+Downing+St,+London+SW1A+2AB,+Vereinigtes+K%C3%B6nigreich/@51.5032296,-0.1279042,19.67z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604c56f3b61c7:0x9c97d4222fab0eb7!8m2!3d51.5033998!4d-0.1277265!16s%2Fg%2F11cnd7zd0l
https://www.google.com/maps/place/10+Downing+St,+London+SW1A+2AB,+Vereinigtes+K%C3%B6nigreich/@51.5032296,-0.1279042,19.67z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604c56f3b61c7:0x9c97d4222fab0eb7!8m2!3d51.5033998!4d-0.1277265!16s%2Fg%2F11cnd7zd0l
https://www.google.com/maps/place/10+Downing+St,+London+SW1A+2AB,+Vereinigtes+K%C3%B6nigreich/@51.5032296,-0.1279042,19.67z/data=!4m6!3m5!1s0x487604c56f3b61c7:0x9c97d4222fab0eb7!8m2!3d51.5033998!4d-0.1277265!16s%2Fg%2F11cnd7zd0l
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For the “Emerald Edition” it rests your own responsibility to find out the correct orientation of your 

property, so you can effectively overlay the graphic with your personal quality in each direction. 

Just to mention: 

In this example it looks like it´s not a big deal which kind of 

North you choose. But have a look at the situation for 10 

Downing Street in the year 1923, 100 years ago 

That´s a BIG deal now, and it may be similar to this in other 

areas of the world right now. 

So better check it out for your place. 

And, as said somewhere else also, please bear in mind the 

influence on the native Flying Stars for the property. It may not 

only have been a different “period” of the stars, when the house 

was built, but also totally different orientation then. So, using 

this technique is the only way to achieve reliable results: any 

current measurement will be of no avail. 

Well then, if you got interested in more Feng Shui, to get even better energy for yourself from your 

environment, then please ask for personal advice, and please check my website for my special offer on a 

consultation “Me and My Space”, combining BaZi and Feng Shui, to really get a “Boost for your Life”:  

http://FengShuiGuide.me/   

But for this sample, let´s go on to Jenny´s partner John, and gain some additional insight. 

 

 

Did you recognize the “1” at the bottom in the Day Pillar, signifying a leadership quality? 

06.08.1986 21:30

energetic hour of birth energetic year of birth

21:30 1986

Hour Day Month Year

辛 壬 乙 丙

metal WATER wood FIRE

Pig Horse Goat Tiger

亥 午 未 寅

7 2 7 2

7 1 6 4

energetic day of birth

John Rich

06.08.1986

http://fengshuiguide.me/
http://fengshuiguide.me/
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So let´s look at the Essential Qualities now. 

Can you see, that from a totally different angle, John also got “Authority” and “Leadership” in the 

“Horse” in his day? So this character trait should be real strong in his personality. 

Now, the day in a BaZi is significant for personal relationships (the month talks more about 

job/business). So for John, in any private relationship he may try to dominate his partner, the more so 

as the element in the Stem of the day (Water – he himself) tries to conquer the element in the Branch 

(Fire), representing his partner. So Jenny might better take sympathetic note of this. But then she also 

got a powerful Horse in her Day, so both should be aware of potential conflicts and “power games” in 

their relationship. So, can you see the beauty of this kind of analysis using the Essential Qualities in 

addition to standard BaZi readings? 

Discipline - earth 18 Bravery + EARTH

- earth Ox Goat + EARTH Dragon Dog

  官  Uniqueness

    

    

    

    

Studies - metal 13 Intuition + METAL

- metal Rooster  + METAL Monkey  

Calamity  父 Racehorse  

    

    

    

    

Networking + WATER 18 Leadership - water

+ WATER Pig  - water Rat  

Challenge  兄   

Heavenly Money  Power  

    

    

    

Creativity + WOOD 24 Performance - wood

+ WOOD Tiger  - wood Rabbit  

  子 Angel Blesssings  

Scholarship  Attraction  

    

    

    

Responsibility - fire 26 Opportunities + FIRE

- fire Horse  + FIRE Snake  

Authority  才   

Leadership  Cleverness  

  Angel Blesssings  

    

    

      

      

Heavenly Blessings 

Moon Blessings

      

   

Output

Wealth

Resources

John Rich

Influence

Connections

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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So just to show you, this is the Calendar if you either got the Emerald Edition, or if you got the 

Diamond Edition but didn´t specify Location nor Elements/Qualities interesting you. 

So no elements or qualities highlighted this time, and timing either based on London, or you may opt 

for Central European Time, and you may convert either one to your own local time. 

But please let me strengthen, that this calendar provides a lot 

of useful information for you and your success, even without 

the specifications as part of the Diamond Edition. 

However, sure enough there´s even a lot more to the generic 

qualities of a day – and even the weather may play a role in 

your personal energy on a specific day. So please take this as a 

best guess, but be open for surprises either way, that a day 

may be better or worse than anticipated. And in fact, even a 

bad day may hold excellent hours, and a good day may have 

some hour which doesn´t fit you at all.  

Please consider hiring me for a specific Date Selection, if you 

have something really important for you, like making a 

proposal for getting married, launching a new product etc. 

2022 9 - 7 ## ## + WATER Tiger 13

2023 8 10 7 ## ## - water Rabbit 54

Dec.2022 8 10 1 ## ## + WATER Rat 51

Jan.2023 6 - 8 ## ## - water Ox 22

Feb.2023 7 - 9 ## ## + WOOD Tiger 63

Mar.2023 1 - 4 ## ## - wood Rabbit 19

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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And please let me add a few words on the hexagrams, in the calendar specified by their numbers. 

Main purpose here was to check, whether a hexagram inherently holds the quality you´re looking for, 

from “Influence” to “Wealth” (please have a look at the video once again: https://youtu.be/Z-

OoPUcGdD4?t=115). 

But sure enough, the Hexagrams as assigned to the Pillars also hold their quality as known from the I 

Ching. You may reference any book or website. But please bear in mind, that the main focus of the 

wisdom of the I Ching is to find the good in everything. So, even if the hexagram of a day doesn´t look 

that good at first glance, it may teach you some valuable wisdom, and you may use that day 

nonetheless. 

If you´re interested in what else can be done using the I Ching, maybe you like my little video here: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dmYBICMoS0 

Now, before having a look at the Feng Shui for John, let´s first have a note on the side here: 

Jenny and John are born in the same year, but being of opposite sex brings them differing groups 

according to the East-West-System, assuming that the energy of the year reflects differently when 

combined with male or female energy. Now, each one of us has both sides, just (normally) one more 

dominant than the other. So we might say, that also here the good quality of the auspicious sectors 

according to the West-Group will be felt more by John – but his “female side” will like the other sectors 

(and the other way round for Jenny).  

That´s especially important if we consider homosexuals. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://youtu.be/Z-OoPUcGdD4?t=115%20
https://youtu.be/Z-OoPUcGdD4?t=115%20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dmYBICMoS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dmYBICMoS0
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Auspicious directions for  

Identity / Health / Vitality & Wealth  

John Rich 

Once again, all sectors with colors red/yellow/purple are the ones auspicious for John now. 

But for him, being a member of the “West-Group”, also gray-brown is auspicious for him. 

Health  Vitality/Wealth  Identity  

Now, let´s have a quick look at the sectors NOT specifically mentioned as auspicious. 

They can have special qualities assigned also, but I don´t like to go into details here. Let´s just say that 

those sectors may pose some kind of challenge, and you can´t avoid challenges in life (in fact they 

might turn out to be very rewarding – the water in a river will be sparkling when forced into the air by 

some rock). So, you may want to seek out the good options for main activities, but don´t bother too 

much about the other ones – especially not when looking at those from the male-female-perspective. 

Now, how to combine the charts to find a good positioning for the bed for the couple. 

Let´s have a closer look now for Room No. 1 in our example. 

 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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This is room no. 1 with directions and qualities for John.  

What about choosing the sector/direction of the “Snake” in Southeast?  

Can you see the little yellow dot below “Snake”, which indicates that it´s a 

healthy direction for John. It´s “Health” and “Angel Blessings” for him, 

even though Southeast in general is not one of his favorable sectors.  

For Jenny, Southeast in general is her direction for “Vitality”, and the 

Snake adds several nice qualities to this. And well, in this case, she might 

be clever and take the lead in bed, but to John´s advantage. 

So it might be a perfect choice for the couple. 

And I´ve included a drawing for the bed here, so you get a better 

understanding of what I really mean by aligning it with the appropriate 

direction. 

The bed here is to scale in this example, and you can get this in a “real” 

consultation, where we can play around online with positioning till you 

are happy with the aesthetics, and I am happy with the theoretical 

consequences. That´s the beauty of using my own software in a 

consultation. 

For your own copy of this manual however, please forget about the bed 

and measurements. Just give me the outline of the room, I´ll superimpose 

the graphic, and then you can play along with the furniture on your own. 

Well, as said before, this is what you can get with the Diamond Edition. For the Emerald Edition you 

get the basic graphic, then you´ll have to do the rest yourself. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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Your Bonus, if you have the Diamond Edition and ordered for a Couple: 

Which qualities the persons bring to each other.  

We can look at the Elements and the Blessings in what they mean with 

respect to the horoscope of the other person.  

These are the Pillars for Jenny, but now with the qualities according to the 

Day stem of “Water” from John.  

So we can say, that Jenny has a lot of “Wealth” in stock for John. 

These are the Pillars for John, but now with the qualities according to the Day stem of “Fire” from 

Jenny. 

Remember that Jenny was short of “Influence” in her own chart? 

Luckily enough, John provides the elements needed for this by Jenny. 

And we can do the same with the “Blessings”.  

The “Water” of John brings the “Moon Blessings” to Jenny, his “Pig” brings her “Angel Blessings” but 

also some “Challenge”, and it increases her “Bravery”, and so on. 

 

Output Wealth Wealth Wealth

- wood + FIRE + FIRE + FIRE

Goat Horse Monkey Tiger

Influence Wealth Resources Output

Wealth Influence Resources Connections

- metal + WATER - wood + FIRE

Pig Horse Goat Tiger

Influence Connections Output Resources

     Moon Blessings       

Jenny Luck

    

Challenge Authority  Calamity

Angel Blesssings Power   

Blessings from John Rich for Jenny Luck

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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Let´s do it the other way round: 

The “Monkey” in the chart of Jenny grants the “Racehorse” to John, and it falls into his category of 

“Intuition” (just have a look at his Essential Qualities further up). 

In this example we do not find a lot of additional qualities from one to the other, because they share 

three animal signs anyhow. But with other couples this kind of analysis can be very interesting – and 

help in understanding some aspects of the relationship, as well as help in exploring some treasures they 

hold for each other. 

But well, “no rose without a thorn”, as the saying goes. So please remember this, should some sign of 

your partner mean “Calamity” for you (or the other way round). First, “Calamity” sometimes means 

“Blessing in disguise”. Second, there may be a lot of other superb Blessings which highly make up for 

this not so good one. And third, there may be other constellations in the chart which more or less 

annihilate this suspected negative effect. 

Maybe better for you to understand, if I mention “Clashes” in a BaZi, which many people are afraid of 

(one sign is located at the other side of the compass, like “Horse” and “Rat”), either both as part of their 

own chart, or when encountering a clash to the own chart from some quality of time (a year, a day, a 10-

year “luck cycle” etc.). Assume that one sign is kind of part of your own family, but always bringing you 

trouble. Then someone outside your family shows up and can bring it under control. Wouldn´t you 

rejoice? 

 

Summary and Offers 

Did you enjoy reading so far?  

Have you been able to grasp the ideas presented here, now 

eager to implement for yourself? 

Then please order your personal Planner to Success in 

Time and Space now. 

Here´s the way how to do it: 

http://FengShuiGuide.me/PDF/Success-

Essentials_Terms.pdf 

You will get this (and even some more – see last page for a full summary): 

- Your own Personal Essential Qualities 

            

 Authority Racehorse  
 Leadership  Scholarship
    
    

Blessings from Jenny Luck for John Rich

John Rich

http://fengshuiguide.me/
http://fengshuiguide.me/PDF/Success-Essentials_Terms.pdf
http://fengshuiguide.me/PDF/Success-Essentials_Terms.pdf
mailto:fengshui@gmx.com?subject=Order%20for%20Success-Planner%20&%20Chi%20Essentials
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 So you better understand your personal Structure, Strengths and Challenges. 

 You can check any date and any location on which Blessings they hold in stock for you. 

- Your Personal 111 Success Planner 

 So you know the inherent quality of 111 days from delivery onward. 

  You can plan ahead, and you can make best use of your time for any specific aspiration. 

- Your Personal best Sectors and Directions 

 So you can optimize usage of your space, home and/or office. 

 In total, you can perform any task at the best possible time at the best possible place. 

- If you order for a couple: 

 Get insight which Qualities and Blessings you bring to each other. 

 Benefit in daily life – or when dating a new candidate. 

Wow, sounds your life can get much more efficient and interesting with this, right? 

And if you want to take it even one step further: 

Please consider taking my special offer “Me and My Space”, to get even more Boost for Your 

Life. 

The “Diamond Edition” of this Success Planner will be included to get you started. 

Then I will personally take a deeper look into your BaZi and your floorplan, help you in understanding 

both better in what they mean for you, and I will provide recommendations to make the best of the 

situation at hand and move forward.  

As you may have realized by now, my personal focus with 

consultations is a holistic view, combining various 

approaches to achieve solutions which really reflect the 

situation at hand, not any kind of “paint it red, because the 

direction is Northeast” stuff. You will learn a lot about 

yourself and about your space, and you will get actionable 

recommendations to help you move forward. 

Personal consultations are done on site, if possible, or online via Zoom, so you can have your say on 

what´s feasible for you and where you strongly oppose some suggestion, for which reason ever – then 

we´ll have to find some other solution which makes both of us happy. Using the graphic and interactive 

capabilities of my own software, it´s fairly simple to show you alternatives, even moving furniture 

around within the floorplan. I´m sure you will like that, and you will be really motivated to get into 

action, apply the recommendations, and enjoy the results.  

So just reach out to me by any of the contact details given. I´ll be happy to hear from you and to serve 

you – and be assured that creativity is one of my hallmarks, so whatever your question or situation, 

we´ll find a solution. 

So, I trust that even with the recommendations in this Success Planner you will be able to get a boost 

for your life, but with a personal consultation you will get even more of this. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
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OK, as I give a very special price for that offer, time is limited, and it depends on your previous 

knowledge on how far we can get. Great prior knowledge: you can get advanced stuff, no prior 

knowledge: you will learn a lot about the basics.  

And sure enough, after this session you can decide on whether you´re happy with implementing what 

you got, or whether there´s a lot more to learn and do, and then we can arrange on a follow-up 

consultation. 

You want to learn more about me, check further PDFs and Videos? 

Please visit my website: http://FengShuiGuide.me/ 

It´s not flashy, but leads to a lot of valuable information (inspired by Google). 

And you can get a glimpse at my vita and my teachers at the end of this document. 

Ah, before I forget: 

Hopefully you have learnt, that using the Success Planner in conjunction with your Personal Essentials 

Qualities helps a lot in maximizing the outcome of any specific task, when done at the appropriate 

time. 

However, fully optimizing it, when it´s really important for you (like opening a shop, launching a 

website, getting married etc.), that requires some more in-depth analysis, and sure enough I´ll be 

happy to do that Dedicated Personal Date Selection for you. 

Please provide some basic information, and then we can talk about a specific proposal for your needs. 

Mobile: +49 - 171 - 88 185 88 (incl. WhatsApp / Telegram); Mail: FengShui@gmx.com 

And last not least, please let me once again mention my free offer. 

Get the Four Pillars including the information from Xuan Kong Da Gua, just the way used in this 

manual: 

http://easy.fengshui.software/EN/ 

And learn quite a bit on interpreting a chart by studying the celebrity examples presented in the Easy 

Interpretations: http://fengshuiguide.me/PDF/Easy-Interpretations-BaZi.pdf . 

And if you´re from a country not primarily English speaking, you may love the options in my tool to 

calculate the charts. You can give designations to Elements and Animal Signs in any language you want. 

So this might be more convenient when you show their BaZi to family and friends, not as fluent in 

English as yourself. 

(By the way: As I´m German myself, almost everything is available in German also. Please see: 

http://GutesFengShui.de/ for a start.)  

Well then, please let me thank you for your interest, and I wish you all the very best for your life. 

Would be great to talk to you in person soon. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
http://fengshuiguide.me/
http://easy.fengshui.software/EN/
http://fengshuiguide.me/PDF/Easy-Interpretations-BaZi.pdf
http://gutesfengshui.de/
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And in any case, if you want to learn more, or just want to stay in 

touch, please subscribe to my channel on Telegram, with a lot of 

ongoing tips on many related matters: 

https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/1 

And please feel free to connect with me on Facebook also: 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100002349421962 

I´m not that active there, but it may still be nice to be friends on FB. 

Cheers. 

Andreas W. Schoening. 

 

Just a final note on how this document is prepared: 

The basic data comes from my own software “Mystro”, which is in use by me and colleagues 

internationally since many years. So you can really trust the results. Though, sure enough as always in 

life, the chance for errors cannot be completely excluded and no guarantee can be given. 

But still, some things have to be done by hand, which is one reason, why I have to charge more than 

just a few Euro/Dollar. Second reason is, that in fact I trust, that the information provided here, 

intertwined on many levels, will be valuable as a “diamond” for you, compared to the “silver” of just 

basic data you may obtain elsewhere. 

Then also a note for professionals please: 

All the information provided here, you can get direct access to it for any of your clients, if you buy my 

Hi-End Software “Mystro – My own Astro & Feng Shui”. 

It´s really outstanding in its flexibility and interactivity, servicing all schools I´ve come across so far. 

And if this or that method included in the software is new for you, then for sure I´ll be happy to teach 

you and coach you in applying it. 

And in fact, it can be fun and accelerate success doing projects together, joining knowledge from 

various angles. So please get in touch, it you´d also see value in a wonderful cooperation. 

Inside the software, data will not be presented 

exactly the same way as used here, so you will 

not be able to just duplicate my Essentials and 

Planner. I think it´s fair to protect my own 

copyright here. 

But you can make good use of the basic 

information and present it to your own clients in 

your own way. 

And if you really like the way I´m doing it here 

now, you´re welcome to add value to what you 

give your clients by adding my Success-

Essentials: just contact me for a subscription at a 

highly reduced price. 

http://fengshuiguide.me/
https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/1
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100002349421962
http://www.mystro.fengshui.software/EN/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3m5x8lua2yo
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Apart from that, Mystro has tons of valuable features in BaZi / Date Selection / Feng Shui, which I 

highly encourage you to explore for the benefit in your own work.  

Please find an overview here, along with links to a lot more information: 

http://mystro.fengshui.software/EN/Info/Mystro_Flyer_EN.pdf 

Please watch my video for an introduction, and you will find more on the related channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3m5x8lua2yo 

Please click on the link or the picture. 

Please contact me, if you´d like a personal demo: 

Mobile: +49 - 171 - 88 185 88 (incl. WhatsApp / Telegram); Mail: FengShui@gmx.com 

Milestones from my vita, for those who might be interested: 

Diploma in Mathematics from the University of Cologne (Grade „very good“); research fellow at 

university and research institute; managing partner of a medium-size business for advanced software 

technology; self-employed consultant for Feng Shui for business & private clients since 1996; German by 

birth, but consultations in German and also in fluent English. 

My teachers for Feng Shui and Chinese Astrology: 

Grandmaster Dr. Jes Lim: Basic education and advanced classes for Feng Shui 

Dr. Oliver Winkler / Gefion Wolf / Michael Warden: Basic education and advanced classes for Imperial 

Feng Shui and Chinese Astrology 

Grandmaster Chan Kun Wah: Advanced classes for Imperial Feng Shui / Chinese Astrology / Date 

Selection 

Grandmaster Yap Cheng Hai: Correspondence course Xuan Kong (written by Master Joey Yap) 

Master Victor Dy: Special class Flying Stars 

Master Howard Choy: Hands-on course Flying Stars 

Claude Diolosa: Basics of Feng Shui and Traditional Chinese Medicine 

Hans Bauer: Feng Shui for the Garden 

Grandmaster Raymond Lo: Basic course Chinese Astrology 

Dr. Manfred Kubny: Special classes Chinese Astrology 

Mindy Yoong: Special online classes on BaZi and Qi Men Dun Gia 

Dato Joey Yap: Various online classes on Astrology, Qi Men and Date Selection 
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Website for Consulting: http://FengShuiGuide.me/ 

Related YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOnGQzdPAqJlsOCJv38NiLw/videos 

 

Website in German: http://GutesFengShui.de/ 

Related YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSIspIcoOBKmtAkzMaBEgnQ/videos 

 

Website for Software: http://www.mystro.fengshui.software/EN/ 

Related YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkmdTtddWaDK68yrPgfe1vg/videos 

 

Channel on Telegram: https://t.me/s/MystroSchoening/1   (Open in any browser)  
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Emerald Diamond

BaZi

Four Pillars

> Stems and Branches

> Xuan Kong Da Gua

Birth Hour adjusted to Local Time

Your Essential Qualities

Your Blessings

Success Planner

Calendar 111 Days

Location: London or CET

Location: your specification

Mark up - 2 qualities of choice

Mark up - 2 elements of choice

Feng Shui

Your Group: East or West

Your Auspicious Directions in general

Your Auspicious Mountains in general

Directions/Mountains/Animals: Overlay with 

> either full floor plus one room

> or two rooms (same location)

>> including determination of center

>> including determination of North

Bonus for a couple

"You for Me" & "Me for You"

> Qualities

> Blessings

Edition
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